
A NOIE TO PARENTS AND STUDENTS

Jump Right y,. 7-h* Instrumentalserles is a unique method designed to provide effective and appropriate instruction in

learning how t6 play a music instrument. The series is based upon an organized sequence of learning, which requires the careful

attentio-n of both parents and students. Following, is a brief explanation of how we learn music, and in particular, how we learn

to play a music instrument.

There is no correct age at which students should begin to study an instrument. There is. however a correct musical age.

and that is the age at which-they can audiate. When students begin to sing in tune and move their bodies rhythmically, they are

developing ttre abitity to atdiaie. ihat is, they begin to hear and to comprehend music for which the sound may or may not be

physicalty present. In other words, audiation is to music what thinking is to language.

In addition to audiation skills, playing an instrument involves the development of executive skills such as embouchure

(placement of the lips), articulation (use of lhe tongue), posture, hand position, and finger dexterity. Although students require

Jurious lengths of time for the growth and development o1executive skills, one fact remains constant: executive skills are easier

to achieve ih.n .rpported by"audiation skills. liJump Right In: The Instrumental Serles, audiation skills and executive skills

are given equal empiasis and they are taught in the proper sequence -- audiation skills preceding executive skills. Therefore,

eaclistudenf will learn two instruments -- the audiation initrument (in the head) and the executive skill instrument (in the hands):

Standard music notation is introduc ed h Jtmp Right In: The Instrumental Series when the student has developed the

readiness to give meaning to the notation. Sfudents will ichieve that readiness by learning to sing songs, move to music, and

improvise;th'at is, studeni will "speak" music and engage in musical conversation. Without that readiness, students will lack the

auiiity to read music with comprehension. For exampiejust imagine.trying to teach children to read a language if they could not

,p.uk th. language and engage in a conversation. That would be similar to pronouncing words when reading a language but not

nnderstanding thi meanin! Jt *rrut you are reading. The same is true in music; when students are taught to read in the proper

sequence the! witl be able*to undersiand the notation and hear the music in their heads (audiate) before they play it.

parents can do much at home to develop readiness for instrumental instruction by (1) helping their child follow closely the

directions in this book and on the Home-Sttttiy Compact Dlsc and 2) encouraging their child to sing songs and move to music in

an organized manner as suggested throughout this book.

For additional information ask your music teacher for a copy of the Parents' Guide for Jump Right In: The Instnrmental

Series.



ASSIGilMEilT SGHEDU1E

The teacher will specify the student's assignments. The student will insert the date and check
(/) underneath the date to indicate specific assignments. The Home-Study Compact DiscTrack#
is the same as the Item Number.
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READ TIIE FOLLOWING

ANOTE TO PARENTS AND STTIDENTS

USE OF TI{E HOME.STUDY COMPACT DISC

PLAYING IN TUNE WITH THE HOME-STUDY COMPACT DISC

CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF THE RECORDER

DEVELOPING POSTURE AND INSTRUMENT POSITION

PERFORMING ONTHE RECORDER - NO FINGERS DOWN

LISTEN TO TITE HOME.STUDY COMPACT DISC

Item/Track AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTTONS FOR
No.

1 - Singing "Major Duple" a-Melody b-Bass Line 1-A

2 - Accompaniment for Singing "Major Duple"

3 - Connected Style of Articulation

4 - Separated Style of Articulation

5 - Singing "Major Triple" a-Melody b-Bass Line 1-B

6.- Accompaniment for Singing "Major Triple"

7 - Connected and Separated Styles of Articulation with the Airstream

- Connected and Separated Styles of Articulation on the Recorder -

No Fingers Down

9 - Singing "Minor Duple" a-Melody b-Bass Line 2-A
10 - Accompaniment for Singing "Minor Duple"

11 - Tonal Patterns - Major - Tonic and Dominant - Neutral Syllable

12 - Tonal Patterns - Major - Tonic and Dominant - Tonal Syllables

13 - Connected and Separated Styles of Articulation on G-DO

14 - Singing "Minor Triple" a-Melody b-Bass Line Z-B
15 - Accompaniment for Singing "Minor Triple"

16 - Connected and Separated Styles of Articulation on TI
17 - Melodic Patterns on G-DO and TI
18 - Rhythm Patterns - Duple - Macro and Micro - Neutral Syllable

19 - Rhythm Pattems - Duple - Macro and Micro - Rhythm Syllables

20 - Singing "Pierrot" a-Melody b-Bass Line 3-A
21 - Accompaniment for Singing "Pierrot"

22 -TonalPatterns - Minor - Tonic and Dominant - Neutral Syllable

23 - Tonal Patterns - Minor - Tonic and Dominant - Tonal Syllables

24 - Connected aad Separated Styles of Articulation on RE

25 - Melodic Patterns on G-DO, TI and RE
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26 - Singing "Go Tell Aunt Rhody" a-Melody b-Bass Line 3-B

27 - Accompaniment for Singing "Go Tell Aunt Rhody"

28 - Rhythm Patterns - Triple - Macro and Micro - Neutral Syllable

29 - Rhythm Pattems - Triple - Macro and Micro - Rhythm Syllables

30 - Connected and Separated Styles of Articulation on MI

31 - Melodic Patterns on MI and RE

32 - Melodic Patterns on G-DO, TI, RE and MI

33 - Patterns from "Major Duple" - Connected Style

34 - Patterns from "Major Duple" - Separated Style

35 - Performance of "Major Duple" - Connected and Separated Styles

36 - "Major Duple" -Accompaniment Only

37 - Singing "Twinkle, Twink1e, Little Star" a-Melody b-Bass Line 4-A

38 - Accompaniment for Singing "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star'

39 - Patterns from "Major Triple" - Connected Style

40 - Patterns from "Major Triple" - Separated Style

41 - Performance of "Major Triple" - Connected and Separated Styles

42 - "Major Triple" - Accompaniment Only

43 - Melodic Patterns on Bb-DO and TI

44 - Singing "Hot Cross Buns" a-Melody b-Bass Line 4-B

45 - Accompaniment for Singing "Hot Cross Buns"

46 - Melodic Patterns on Bb-DO, TI and RE

47 - Meiodic Patterns on MI and RE

48 - Melodic Patterns on Bb-DO, TI, RE and MI
49 - Patterns from "Pierrot"

51 - "Pierrot" - Accompaniment Only

52 - Singing "Lightly Row" a-Melody b-Bass Line 5-A

53 - Accompaniment for Singing "Lightly Row"

54 - Melodic Patterns on G-LA and SI

55 - Melodic Patterns on G-LA, SI, TI and DO

56 - Performance of "Minor Duple"

57 - Performance of "Minor Triple"

58 - "Minor Duple" - Accompaniment Only

59 - "Minor Triple" - Accompaniment Only

60 - Singing "Down By the Station" a-Melody b-Bass Line 5-B

61 - Accompaniment for Singing "Down By the Station"

62 - Rhythm Pattems - Duple - Divisions - Neutral Syllable

63 - Rhythm Patterns - Duple - Divisions - Rhythm Syllables

64 - Melodic Patterns on F-DO and SO

.65 - Melodic Patterns on SO and LA

66 - Melodic Patterns on F-DO, RE, MI, FA, SO and LA
67 - Performance of "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star"

68 - "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" - Accompaniment Only

69 - "Go Tell Aunt Rhody" - Accompaniment Only



70 - Singing "Tr:iple Twinkle" u-M"lody b-B#
71 - A""o*paniment for Singing "Triple TwinklC
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%-W Musical Enrichment'See page 48'

PRACIICE TIPS

Under typical circumstances, you should practice every day' When first learning to play an

instrument, however, it is most effective if you practice for shorter periods of time. Two sessions of

10 to 15 minutes each day are better than one longer session. Although you will be able to practice

for longer periods of time after the first several lessons, it will still be most beneficial if you

continue piacticing for two shorter Sessions, as opposed to one longer session'

How you practice is more important than the length of time you practice. To establish goals for

each practice session you should refer to the Assignment schedule on pages 2 - 4, along with the

information and illustrations on pages 5 - 6. It is also important to read carefully the guidelines for

developing executive skills, which include embochure, articulation, fingering, posture, and hand position'



USE OF THE HOME.STUDY COMPACT DISC

The Home-Study CompactDlsc (CD) is an important part of.lump Right In: The Instrttmental
Series. The CD should be played on good equipment. If you do not have a CD player, ask your
teacher if you may use one to practice with during the school day, or if you may borrow a CD
player from the school or a music store until you obtain your own.

You will use the CD when you practice at home. During your lessons at school, your teacher
will explain how to practice at home with your CD. Every item on the CD will be used to help you
learn a specific assignment in this book, as explained on the Assignment Schedule on pages 2 - 4.
For example, after the first lesson you will be asked to listen to the CD and follow the directions for
Items 1,2,3 and 4. Listen to and follow the directions as many times as you wish. You may replay
items on the CD as many times as necessary. Ask your teacher for permission, however, before you
listen to items that have not been assigned.

When using the CD, you will typically want to review previous assignments. Perhaps there will
be times when you will wish to start with the assignment given in your last lesson. In that case,
simply call up the number of that item on the CD player. If you have the "repeat" option on your
cD player, you may use it to repeat the item as many times as you wish.

Ask your teacher for help if you are having a problem with following the directions for Use of
the Home-Study Compact Disc. Protect your CD when you are not practicing by storing it in the
plastic sleeve included in this book.

PtAYIilG IN TUNE WITH THE HOME.STUDY COMPACT DISC

Because the speed of compact disc players is generally
consistent, you will be able to play in tune with the compact
disc in most cases with just a stight adjustment of the tuning
device on your recorder (see Figure 1.) your teacher will help
you make the adjustments. Do not pull on the tuning device. In
extreme cases, it may not be possible to make enough
adjustments to play in tune with the compact disc. In any case,
you will still benefit by listening to the compact disc and by
singing the songs, chanting the rhythm patterns, and singing the
tonal patterns. Except when playing with the accompaniments
that are provided on the compact disc, you should ALWAYS
REPEAT on your instrument AFTER you hear the musical
example on the compact disc. DO NOT PERFORM on your
instrument WITH what you are hearing on the compact disc.

Tuning Device



CARE AilD MAINTENANCE OF THE RECORDER

With proper care and maintenance, the recorder will last indefinitely. When you are not using the
recorder, keep it in its carrying case. The recorder should be taken apart occasionally for cleaning. A
nlild antiseptic solution may be used to clean it''You should swab the recorder after each time you use it.
That is especially important if you are using a wooden recorder.

TUNING

The mouthpiece on the recorder serves as the tuning mechanism. It can be moved in or out for
adjustments in pitch: Use a twist and turn (left to right) motion when adjusting the tuning mechanism.
Do not pull up and down on the tuning mechanism when making adjustments. See Use of the Home-
Study Compact Disc and Playing in Tune with the Home-Study Compact Disc on page 5 for more
details.

FORMING THE EMBOCHURE

The embouchure (pronounced ahm-boo-SHOOR) refers to the position of the lips when making a
sound on the recorder. A good embouchure will do much to aid your musical progress. Follow each step
listed below to form a good embouchure. Check frequently in a mirror to make certain that your
embouchure is similar to the one in the picture. Because no two percons have exactly the same physical
characteristics, no two recorder players have embouchures that are exactly alike.

Step 1-.Place your lip on the mouthpiece
while saying 'rEWr' (as in DEW). See Figure 2.
The top teeth and bottom teeth should not
touch the mouthpiece.

Step 2 - Seal the lips on the mouthpiece with a

slight pucker. See Figure 3.

Figure 2. Figure 3.



DEYETOPING POSTURE AND INSTRUMENT POSITION

Usually you will be practicing and
performing in a seated position. There
will be times, however, when you are

playing a solo, and will be performing
in a standing position. Whether you are

standing or seated, breathing and
performance habits are dependent upon
correct posture and instrument position.

Stepl-Standerect
in front of the chair
that you are using.

See Figure 4.

Step2-Seatyourself
in the chair by bending
your knees, but not your
waist. See Figure 5.

Study Figures 6 andT
for correct body posture
and instrument position
while sitting and standing.

DEVE1OPING HAND POSITION

Figure 5.

Figure 6. Figure 7.

PERFORMI]IIG OT{ THE RECORDER

NO FIilGERS DOWN

Figure 4.

Figure 10.Figure 8. Figure 9.


